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When it comes to oldschool styled games, I am very picky; this game looks like a direct port from a 90s arcade machine. I'm
also very picky about bullet hell games; this game was very bullety, and very hellish.. why do we always start with all the points
FIX IT VRC \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING HELL BUT ITS STILL GOOD. Creepy - Relaxing - Frustrating In Tight Areas -
Good For Killing Few Hours. While the end game animation for the player winning was a decent payoff, I feel more could have
been (could still be) done to improve the experience.

Suggested improvements to add more replayablity:

- 3 or 4 additional outfit choices for the gals; such outfits could include the original outfit wore by each of the main trio in the
base VN as well as other outfits that reflect other aspects of each lady's life style. The additional clothing options could come
with a few new lines of dialogue such as each girls reaction to what the others are wearing or any memories associated with the
clothing that might connect back to the VN.

- An uncensored patch so that the player may see Andrea, Raen, and Edda in their unclothed glory. A great addition to that
patch could be the option to change the lose condition from dance to showing off each love lady's preferred method of self-
induced sexual pleasure. (That last idea is inspired my the reddit community made game "Strip Poker Night at the Inventory."
Even simple looped animations of each of the 3 main army gals delighting in self pleasure would rival the player win condition
of SPNATI)

It is my opinion that the ideas I have list would give the player the sense of having recieved a great bargin for the price paid..
Really enjoying this game. Similar to SPAZ but more focused on exploration with crafting componts. If you like Space Action
RPGs you will love this.. I went into this with as open a mind as I could have, having loved Saint's Row to pieces but hearing all
the negativity around this game, and it was dreadful.

The characters are skin-deep - there's nothing to them behind their gimmicks. The missions are all uninteresting and repetitive -
they pulled the trick of having characters make jokes likes "let me guess, now a wave of bad guys show up?" as though making
fun of how formulaic it is excuses every mission following the same, boring template.

Seriously, not worth buying at any price, just replay the Saint's Rows.. Nothing special, except the theme. Perhaps if they
pushed the theme a bunch more it would become a worthwhile game.

Certainly rough around the edges in terms of hitbox sizes and such. The rooms-connected-by-corridors level generator means
that each time you enter a room that's the same as you've seen before, it feels the same because you can still camp in the
doorway just as much each time.. I must not complete the mission.. An out of date game which lacks of Quality of Life features
and uninteresting train system, not industrial system as the title advised. There is no keyboard shortcut and the game itself is
already micro-management intensive. The background sound drives me crazy and is prone to cause heart-attack due to the over-
tuned volume of car horn (as loud as a car is running behind you) or a sawmill cutting sound (x3 bigger than UI sound). The
transport vehicles are like joke, they claim to run 70 mph yet it takes the whole year to move goods from left to right border,
which I believe it's as long as half of the globe in real life.
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Mirror Angels Paradise is a very fun game that I can see myself sinking some time into. Pretty difficult but not impossible. Runs
well and looks nice. Has a strong arcade field to it. My ONLY complaint is binding keys doesnt work, but that can probably be
fixed.

Also I got slice, realm, and chaos all on the first 6 floors and felt like a god damn baller.

8\/10. Levels with no towers allowed only mines, oh and no hot key.. Wish I spent my $0.50 in the gumball machine instead.
Playing it since it was released 10 years ago. The game is amazing. Skills, PvP, PvE. The Martial Arts content is great. Anyway
even with older graphics the game is still enjoyable!. Bought this game as a part of a bundle and my word is it great. Imagine
flying around, atop of a toy air racer, down different colorful environments and feeling the sense of exhilaration when you make
the perfect turn to avoid smashing into the side of mountain.

The game features both 3rd person and 1st person mode that you can switch on the fly, in game. 1 person is my favorite and
makes turns easier to measure. I still crash a lot but you begin to get a better sense of the simple but precise flying controls using
the vive wand. As you progress, you unlock other flying machines, including helicopters, drones, dragons, a harry potter style
broom stick, back to the future style cars, etc.

If this game had multiplayer, I'd buy 4 copies in a second. It'd become the VR equivalent of Mario Kart.

Highly recommended, don't let the simple, colorful graphic style fool you, this game can be challenging and really deserves
more attention.. The game counts your freaking deads.

10\/10.. Shadow Tactics: Blades of the Shogun - Artbook & Strategy Guide
Great asset to have,
Very incredible, and inspirational art. DragoDino is a fun and cute rogue-lite platformer. I enjoyed playing through the game
and unlocking what content the game has to offer. I also greatly appreciate the split screen cooperative play and Linux support.
While this game feels rather difficult at first, it starts to feel too easy (especially for the rogue-lite genre) as you get more
experienced. I would purchase a sequel to this title if it had some improvements. Most notably, some things I think would
greatly enhance this game include: a. More powerups, b. More levels (ie. harder levels), c. More bosses, d. More comprehensive
unlock system, e. An easier difficulty "casual" to play with friends who are not veterans of the rogue-lite genre.. Cool zombie
shooter. Sick enough to show to friends when they are asking if you have something to play. Nice black hummor
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